OPERATION CLEAN HOUSE
Date: January 15, 2019
Context: Altisian rebel groups have, for the most part, allied or merged
to form the Free People’s Republic. They rapidly coordinated to assault
and overtake the government garrison in the town of Charkia. Having
elected a ‘president’ to preside over combat operations in the town,
they have become extremely centralized and coordinated. They also see
this as the do-or-die effort to throw off Greek government control of
the island.
The Australian forces on Altis have been mobilized, in coordination with
local government forces, to take Charkia back. Civilians have long since
abandoned the town and it has been declared a Free Fire Zone by the
Greek Army. Altisian rebels have stolen building and entrenching
equipment from across the island and have been working relentlessly to
build in-depth defenses.
Objectives:
Form up in the staging grounds. Radios, gear, vehicles etc.
Advance to Phase Line Zulu – Await code word Irene.
Assault into Phase Line Hadrian – Fire support is available.
Continue assault into Phase Line Austerlitz.
Assault Phase Line Hannibal. Advance onto Point 1 through 6.
Secure Phase Line Reich. Await further instructions.
Rules of Engagement:
You must adhere to the RoE at all times.
1. Charkia, outlined in red, has been declared a Free Fire Zone.
Engage hostile uniforms at will.
2. Attempt to negotiate surrenders of enemy soldiers if safe to do so.
3. Do not fire on civilians.
4. Unarmed but uniformed enemies are considered hostile until a signal
of surrender is made.
Notes: The ADF task force has been lent the use of a US Army M3A2
Bradley IFV and an M113 APC. These two vehicles are fire support and
armoured transport respectively. While extremely powerful and protected,
both vehicles are extremely vulnerable to dedicated anti-armour weaponry
and MUST be protected closely by the infantry.
Infantry should use the vehicles as mobile cover and fire support
against enemy hard points. ONLY the M3A2 Bradley will be manned during
the ENTIRE mission. The M113 is merely transport.
Fire Support:
4 Gun Battery of 155mm howitzers
2 ship flight of A-10C Thunderbolt IIs
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